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The Rough Guide To Japanese
Sizzling demand in a post-pandemic recovery will encourage the usual bad behaviors that accompany exploding markets: environmental degradation, forced labor and criminal profiteering.
Hard to believe, but we’re running out of sand
One of the best reasons to travel is to broaden your mind and gather a variety of life experiences to help better understand the world, its people, and culture. The hope is to visit a new place, try ...
'I Miss The Sense of Safety' 15 Weird Things People Noticed After Arriving Back Home From Japan
Another is put to work over a rough and bumpy road in the Russian tundra. In Australia, an older woman who ran an inn in the Outback for 30 years drove a Land Cruiser to pick up her customers or ...
Toyota's Land Cruiser proven against world's harshest conditions
After a rough year, day spas are gradually reopening (while still following safety protocols), so now’s the time to pamper mom with a stress-busting massage. Changes Salon and Day Spa, in Walnut Creek ...
Mother's Day Gift Guide
THE Consumer Crew are here to solve your problems. Mel Hunter will take on readers’ consumer issues, Jane Hamilton will give you the best advice for buying your dream home, and Judge Rinder will ...
Getting tiling wrong can be costly – here’s our expert guide to all things grouting
They’re entertaining company as they explore, respectively, California, Japan and China. Most of what they encounter sits at the creepy/weird end of things: Phil goes to a cockroach farm in Shen ...
Kevin McCloud's Rough Guide to the Future
The path to publication is a well-beaten one for some scientists but seems more like a dark, unmarked road to others. It helps to know what to expect from peer review (see our May 2006 editorial ...
A 'rough guide' to publication
The poverty rate in the US fell in early 2020. The government did so much to assist its citizens that many people were left financially better off than before the pandemic. As an American who supports ...
How the US won the economic recovery
A successful deal would likely need to have Japanese partners or require divestitures of sensitive businesses. Toshiba’s shareholders had a rough ride over the past decade. They may finally be ...
Toshiba Shareholders May Finally Get Their Due
The Rough Guide to Genes and Cloning enables readers outside these fields to decipher fact from fiction and to understand the immense complexities, biological, historical and ethical, surrounding ...
A not-so-rough guide to genes and cloning
Is a carpsucker a carp or a sucker? Where can you find the largest eelpout in the United States? Can you catch creek chubs and fry them for supper? These ...
Fishing for Buffalo: A Guide to the Pursuit and Cuisine of Carp, Suckers, Eelpout, Gar, and Other Rough Fish
but the car, which boasts a range of around 100 miles on a single charge, should be selling for the rough local equivalent of $30,000 when it hits Europe and Japan.
Mitsubishi's i-MiEV electric vehicle officially headed to the US
Uber is the worst-performing stock among leading tech companies today — its shares are down more than 9 per cent as the regulatory tide appears to be turning against it. As Dave Lee reports from San ...
Uber rides a rough regulatory road
We have all had it rough the past 12 months ... Our focus of study is Japanese history and culture and the U.S.-Japan relationship. Though the program adds five to eight hours of work each ...
Opinion: Learning about my ancestors made me understand the challenges many Asians face in this country.
Whether it's the azaleas in bloom, the perfectly manicured fairways, the unforgiving rough, or the lore that ... He became the first Japanese-born golfer ever to win a Major.
When Life Gets Rough, Do Like Bubba Watson And Master This Ability
Tens of thousands of soldiers surrendered to the Japanese after battling for seven months. They were forced to march 65 miles across the rough Philippine terrain on April 9, 1942 and approximately ...
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Virtual Bataan Memorial Death March honoring American and Filipino soldiers begins Friday
Last week was a rough start to Q2 for the British Pound. Sterling gave up value to all of the US Dollar, the Japanese Yen and even the Euro; and this comes after what most would classify as a ‘strong’ ...
British Pound Technical Analysis: GBP/USD, GBP/JPY, EUR/GBP
BCN Retail, or BCN+R, is a Japanese analyst firm which collects ... The camera company is still in a rough market position post the pandemic. The report discusses the market as a whole, but ...
New camera sales report reveals 2020 was rough for Nikon
Back in the days of the PS3 and 360 those of us outside Japan got the alternative version ... smoothing away many of the rough edges whilst retaining the core aspects that make it so compelling.
NieR Replicant ver.1.22474487139… Review
This time, Jon Richardson travels to a town that claims to be America's most eco-friendly, while in Japan, Alice Levine finds out where robots go to die. Elsewhere, Phil Wang heads to a futuristic ...
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